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Physical Science SPS10 Assessment Prep – Electricity & Magnetism 

Define the following terms: 

Coulumb -             

              

Current -             

              

Potential difference -            

              

Resistor -             

              

Electricity -              

Conductor -              

Series circuit -             

              

Parallel circuit -             

              

Ammeter -              

Voltmeter -              

Ampere -              

Voltage -              

Electromagnet -            

              

Revolution -              

Electromagnetic field -            

              

Magnetism -              

Electromagnetic induction -           

              

Electromagnetic Force (EMF) -           

              

Motor -              
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Concepts Review 

Answer the following conceptual questions to prepare for your SPS10 Electricity & Magnetism 

Assessment. 

  

 

Use Ohm's Law to solve the following problems 

1. What is the voltage in a circuit that has a current of 2.4 A and a resistance of 4.0 ?   

2. A circuit has a resistance of 12  and draws a current of 6.0 A what is the potential difference in 
the circuit?   

3. A walkman uses a current of 2.0 A and has an internal resistance of 3.0 , how many 1.5V 
batteries are required?    

4. A TV set uses a current of 12 A and has a resistance of 10 , what is the potential difference? 
     

5. A circuit has a potential difference of 20 V and has a resistance of 4.5 , how much current will 
the circuit use?    

 
 
6.  What is the relationship between the length of a wire and its resistance?     
              
 
7.  What is the relationship between current and resistance?       
              
8.  Draw and describe a wire that would have the least amount of resistance. 
 

 

9.  Draw and describe a wire that would have the most amount of resistance. 

 

 

Series and Parallel circuits 

10.  What is the main difference between a series and parallel circuit?      

              

11.  What remains the same in a series circuit?      Parallel circuit?     

12.  A circuit that is open means that it             

A circuit that is closed means that it           

13.  When you turn the lights on you are    a circuit.  When you turn the lights off you are  

   a circuit.    Draw an open circuit below:   Draw a closed circuit below: 
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Series Circuits     

14.  What 3 things are needed to make a complete circuit?        

15.  If one of the resistors in a series circuit is disconnected what will happen?  Explain why.  

             

              

16.  What happens as you add resistors on series circuits?       

              

17.  Draw a complete series circuit with 2 resistors (R1 = 1 ohm, R2 = 2 ohms), Voltage = 240 V, and a 

switch. 

 

 

 

18.  What is the total resistance in the circuit?    What is the total current in the circuit?    What 

is the total voltage in the circuit?    How much current is going through resistor 2?                                                     

- If the current going through the 1 ohm resistor is 2 ampere, what is the current going through the 2 

ohm resistor?  Explain why.            

19.  What could you do to increase the brightness of a light on a series circuit?      

 

Parallel Circuits 

20.  Draw a parallel circuit with 3 resistors, R1 = 10 ohms, R2 = 2 ohms, R3 = 1 ohms, Voltage = 9 V 

 

 

 

21.  If one of the resistors is removed from a parallel circuit what will happen?  Explain why.   

              

22.  What is the total current in the circuit?    What is the total resistance in the circuit?     

What is the amount of current going through R2?   

23.  What happens as you add resistors on a parallel circuit?       

              

24.  John builds a circuit with three resistors and three switches on it.  He opens the switch for resistor 2 

and it does not come on, but resistors one and three come on.  Which type of circuit is this?     

Explain why.               

Draw the circuit below. 
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Relationship between Electricity & Magnetism 

25.  What is the relationship between voltage and revolutions per minute?     

              

26.  How can you make a temporary magnet?         

              

27.  Why do iron shavings appear the way they do on the picture to the right? 

          

          

28.  What do you need in order to make an electromagnet?        

29.  What is produced in an electromagnet?          

30.  How do you increase the strength of an electromagnet?        

31.  How do you decrease the strength of an electromagnet?        

32.  How do you create a current in a closed circuit without a battery?      
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